
Counting Examples 
(Because Jhevon is STILL too lazy to write them on the board…) 

 

Counting is important in probability, so we’ll be doing many more counting examples as we’re doing 

probability examples. The following are just a few counting examples to get you in the mood.  

1. You have 3 shirts and 2 pants. How many possible outfits can you create? 

 

2. You toss a fair coin 3 times. How many possible outcomes are there? 

 

3. You toss 2 fair, 6-sided dice. How many possible outcomes are there?  

 

4. How many possible 10-digit phone numbers are there if the first digit of a phone number must 

be 1? 

 

5. Now suppose you have 3 work shirts, 4 work pants, 2 jackets and 4 ties. Your office’s dress code 

requires that you wear a shirt, pants, and jacket; or a shirt, pants, and a tie; or a shirt, pants and 

a jacket and a tie. (What, no shoes??) How many outfits could you create? 

 

6. Consider all 3-digit numbers (000 to 999). How many of these numbers have exactly one digit 

being greater than 5? 

 

7. Hopefully, you’re familiar with cards. There are 13 kinds, or “values”, namely: Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7, 8, 9, 10, Jack, Queen, and King. The “Ace” can either be used as a “1” or an “11”, sometimes 

either/or depending on the game you’re playing. There are four “suits”. Each kind has four suits. 

These are: Heart , Spade , Club , and Diamond . This means, besides the “Joker”, there 

are 52 cards in a standard card deck. OK, we’re going to talk about 5-card Poker (True story: 

probability came about by people asking mathematicians to study gambling games so that they 

could figure out advantages. Therefore, it’s traditional in a probability class to give many 

examples about gambling games).   

 

A dealer deals you 5 cards.  

(a) How many possible card hands can you get? 

(b) There is a hand called a “Full House”. This is when you have two “parents” and three 

“children”. That is, you have two cards of the same kind, and three cards of the same kind. 

(Notice that two different kinds must be present here.) Of all the possible card hands, how 

many of them are “full houses”? 

 

8. 10 balls are labeled 1 through 10. Put them in a box, shake it up, and pick out 5 of them 

randomly. After each pick, do NOT replace the ball before picking again (“without 

replacement”). How many possible scenarios are there of this kind:  

(a) The second of the five numbers drawn is an 8? 

(b) The second of the five numbers drawn is larger than the first number drawn? 

 


